Guided Hike
$50.00 per hour
Learn the secrets of the Natural Wonder
called Starved Rock State Park. Get your
team energized by taking a guided hike into
the park. Longer Hikes are available and
must be requested at time of booking.
Endurance level will be discussed before
hike begins. There is a maximum of 20
people per guide.

Falconry Program

Paint & Wine
$35 per person
Enjoy a relaxed painting session with your
group. This experience offers a teamwork
environment that provides a more socially interactive space located at the Studio. Event includes
all of the painting materials, glass of wine, music
and snacks. Everyone will finish a painting to
take home or to the office. There is a minimum of
10 participants and a maximum of 24.

$175.00
Rich Escutia will share thoughts and
experiences as they relate to everyday life. Many
have ties to team building, character development and survival. Both informative and entertaining, this presentation can bring a welcomed
break to the normal routine of a business
meeting.

Math Detective Scavenger Hunt
$10.00 per team up to 5

This fun and interactive teambuilding exercise incorporates facts about
Starved Rock Lodge along with basic math skills. The winning team will
receive a certificate of completion and the correct answers.
Suggestion- Our Starved Rock fudge and wines would make great prizes.
Ask your consultant for more details.

Starved Rock Look Out Tower
$20.00 per team

Teams consist of maximum of 5 people. The goal of this teambuilding
exercise is to build the tallest standing tower out of marshmallows and
spaghetti. Each group receives a box of spaghetti and a bag of
marshmallows. The group has 15 minutes to complete their tower.
The team with the largest tower wins.
Individual personality analysis is part of this activity.

Find me Scavenger Hunt
$38.00 per team

Teams consist of 2-5 people per team and suggested time allotment is 1-½
hours. The objective of this teambuilding exercise is to identify all of the
objects in the set of photos each team is given. The first team to finish with
all of the correct objects identified wins!
Hint: The items in each photo are located in or around the lodge.

Amazing Race
$35.00 per team

Spend an exciting day solving devious clues by using your wits, energy and
sense of adventure as you race against time and your fellow racers.
Teams are of 2-4 people

All activities must me arranged in advance of your arrival with your Sales Consultant.
Contact us at 815-220-7333 or sales@starvedrocklodge.com

